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Catalyst Research & Development



Expository Writing Program



Catalyst Portfolio Tool

• Designed for individual use
– Instructor customization
– Non-course applications

• Published portfolios look like Web sites
– Narrative structure, not matrix format
– Commentary and artifacts



Study Details

• Question
What, if any, value 
is added by using 
electronic portfolios 
for the required 
portfolio 
assignment?

• Participants
– Instructors (13)
– Students (32 sections)
– Administrators (3)

• Timeline
– Pilot study (2005/6)
– Implementation 

(2006/7)



• Katerine Bielaczyc’s term “implementation 
path” describes the sequence of phases 
teachers move through as they progress 
from initial trials with a new technology to 
more sophisticated and effective use. 

Advancing along this trajectory involves 
more than gaining familiarity with the 
functionality of a tool; it may also require 
shifting the mindset of students and 
teachers.

—Conference proceedings



Shift #1:
Embracing New Teaching Practices



Using Electronic Comments



• “I think it's really neat to see those 
scanned papers with the comments... 
Because they get kind of sterile when 
they're typed up, you don't really get the 
same effect. [But the students] didn't 
want to do the work of scanning, they 
just wanted to give me all of their hard 
copies with my comments on them.”

—Graduate student instructor, EWP



Integrating Verbal Feedback

“McDonald’s advertisements are probably the 
most well-known in the world, especially since its 
slogan is now in multiple languages… Yet the 
multi-lingual slogan is not half-- Yet the multi--

OH! It’s slogan. I think you need to give 
the slogan. ‘Cause…when I read 
‘McDonald’s advertisements,’ I 
immediately thought of the golden arches, 
and I was thinking, how is that translated 
into multiple languages?”



Shift #2:
Teaching Visual Design













Shift #3:
Changing Department Culture



Embracing a New Paradigm



• “The English Department is 
characteristically famous for being stuck in 
traditional or outdated ways …”

–Grad student instructor, EWP

• "Like most faculty in the department, I 
haven't used much technology. I never 
developed expertise with it. Until I taught 
with e-portfolios in 567, I never used e-
portfolios, listservs, or Web sites for my 
courses.”

–Administrator, EWP



Working with Available Technology



Teaching with Multiple Tools

Catalyst Tools
• Portfolio
• Portfolio Project 

Builder
• SimpleSite
• Collect It 
• GoPost

Other Tools
• Word 

(commenting)
• PowerPoint
• Blogs
• iRiver
• UTube



Next Steps

• Extend use beyond beginning composition
• Emphasize use and practice in graduate 

student instructor training
• Make more resources available, including 

models 



Contact Information

• Janice Fournier 
(fournier@u.washington.edu)

• Cara Lane (cgiacomi@u.washington.edu)
• Steven Corbett 

(scorbett@u.washington.edu)

QUESTIONS?
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